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CHARACTERIZATION OF MEASURES 
ASSOCIATED WITH ORTHOGONAL 

POLYNOMIALS ON THE UNIT CIRCLE 

PAUL NEVAI 

ABSTRACT. Measures with almost everywhere positive 
absolutely continuous components are described in terms of 
certain integrals involving the corresponding orthogonal poly
nomials on the unit circle. 

1. The results. Let dß be a finite positive Borei measure on the in
terval [0,27T) such that its support is an infinite set. Let {^pn(dß)} (n G 
N) be the unique system of orthonormal polynomials associated with 
dß, that is, the polynomials ipn(dß, z) = Knz

n H (KU = nn(dß) > 0) 
satisfy 

(27T)-1 / ipm{d^el0)^n{d^el0)dfi(e) = 6mn (meN,ne N). 
Jo 

In what follows (f)n(dß) denotes the monic orthogonal polynomial, that 
is, (f)n(dfi) = K~l(pn(dß). The reverse polynomial II* of a polynomial 
Il of degree n is given by U*(z) = z n n ( z - 1 ) . 

The recurrence formula 

( 1 . 1 ) 4>n{dfl,z) = Z</>n-i{dn,z) + <l>n(dp,0)<l>n_l(dll,z), 

|0n(d/*,O)| < 1, n = 1,2,.. . , (cf. [19, formula (11.4.7), p. 293]) 
plays an essential role in the theory of orthogonal polynomials and its 
applications (cf. [13, 15]). This recurrence formula fully characterizes 
the orthogonal polynomials and the associated measures which is the 
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294 ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 

content of the analogue of J. Favard's theorem for the unit circle 
according to which any system of polynomials {</>n} satisfying 

<t>n{z) = Z0n_l(z) + < M 0 X _ l ( 2 ) , |<M0)| < 1, 

n = 1,2,.. . , is orthogonal with respect to a measure dfi which is 
uniquely determined up to a positive constant factor (cf. [2, Theorem 
8.1, p. 156]). 

It was shown in [9] that E.A. Rachmanov's theorem 

(1.2) ß > 0 a.e. in [0,2TT) => lim (/>n(d^0) = 0 
n—>oo 

on the reflection coefficients (j>n(dfj,,0) (cf. [17; 1°, p. 207] and [18, 
Theorem, p. 106]) can be proved in two steps by first proving the 
existence of an absolute constant K such that 

(1.3) |0n+1(djx,O)| < K / | | ^ n ( ^ , e t ö ) | 2 | ^ n + 1 ( ^ , e ^ ) r 2 - l\dß 
Jo 

holds for every measure d\x and n e N [9; Theorem 2, p. 64], and then 
by establishing 

n' > 0 a.e. in [0,2?r) 

(14) r27r 

=» lim sup / | | ^ n ( ^ , e l ö ) | 2 | ^ n + / ( ^ ^ ) | 2 - l\dß = 0 

[9; Theorem 3, p. 64]. This approach to Rachmanov's theorem has 
recently proved to be applicable to a variety of situations. For instance, 
G. Lopez [5] used it to solve some problems raised by A.A. Goncar on 
convergence of multipoint Padé approximations. Another application 
of this method is given in [4] which was subsequently used in [6] to 
solve Freud's conjecture (cf. [15]). Rachmanov's theorem (1.2) is the 
corner stone in generalizing Szegö's theory of orthogonal polynomials 
(cf. [ 8, 10-12], [13-16]). In addition, it is also of great significance 
in applications of orthogonal polynomials and continued fractions (cf. 
[7]). 

On the basis of (1.1) it is easy to show that 

lim 0n(d/x,O) = 0<=> lim Zipn{dii,z)yn+i(dii,z)~l = 1 
(1 5) n~¥°° n—>oo 

uniformly for \z\ > 1 
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(cf. [3, p. 81]). Thus, by (1.3) and (1.5), we have 

lim (j)n(dß,0) — 0 
n—>oc 

( 1 . 6 ) /.27T 

*=> lim / \\ipn(d»,ei9)\2\vn+l(dfi,e
ie)\-2-l\dO = 0. 

One of the main results of the present paper is the following theorem 
which yields a description of measures analogous to (1.6). 

THEOREM 1.1. For all measures dfi 

ß' > 0 a.e. in [0,2ir) <=> 

( 1 ' 7 ) lim sup / \\ifn(dfi,eie)\2\ipn^(dfi,el9)\-2 - l\d0 = 0. 
n-+°°l£N JO 

In view of (1.4), the implication " <= " needs to be proved only. This 
is accomplished via Corollary 1.5 which follows from our second main 
result given as 

THEOREM 1.2. The inequality 

r27T 

(1.8) 

/" |^ n (dM,e i e ) |V(0)- l |d0 
Jo 

r2-K 

< sup / * \\ipn(d^eie\2\ipn+i{d^eie)\^2 - l|d0, 
l€N Jo 

n £ N, holds for every measure dfi. 

As to the sharpness of (1.8), we can prove the following 

THEOREM 1.3. Given dß, the inequality 
sup / '| |Vn(rf/i,c i*)|2 |V>B+,(rfM,c<*')ra- Mde 
leNJo 

< \u* f* \\<pn(dn,ei6)\2ß'(0) - l\d6 1 
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holds for every n € N. 

One of the consequences of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 is that they imply 
the equivalence of Theorem 3 in [9, p. 64] and Corollary 2.2 (formula 
(2.2)) in [10]. Another result which follows from inequality (1.3) and 
Theorem 1.3 is 

COROLLARY 1.4. There exists a constant K* such that, for every 
measure dfi, the inequality 

(1.10) |0n+1(^,O)|2 < K* f * |K(^,e**)|V(0) - l|d», 
Jo 

n e N holds. 

COROLLARY 1.5. For every measure dfi we have the inequality 

meas{0 : 0 € [O,2TT),/ /(0) = 0} 

( L U ) < inf sup r \\^n(d^eid)\2\^n^(d^eie)\-2 - l\dO 
n^N l€N Jo 

where meas{^4} denotes the Lebesque measure of the set A. 

We define the singular component d/is of the measure dß as the dif
ference between the measure and its absolutely continuous component 
(dfis(0) = dfi(0) - n'(6)d6). It is well known that 

ß > 0 a.e. in [0,2?r) => 
(1 12) r2n 

lim / \tpn(dß,ew)\2diis(e) = 0 

(cf. [10, Corollary 5.1]). Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 explain the reasons that 
lie behind (1.12) via the following 

COROLLARY 1.6. For every measure d[i 

rv.(<w)i2«w0) 
< sup / \\^n(dß,e'e\2\^n+l(dß,et9)r2 - l\dß 

l€N Jo 
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holds forneN. 

It is not clear how the results of this paper can be carried over 
to orthogonal polynomials on the real line. For instance, we do not 
know whether inequality (1.3) has an appropriate analogue for the 
recursion coefficients associated with real orthogonal polynomials. It is 
probable that if such analogues exist then they will involve Turân type 
determinants (cf. [10], [15]). 

2. The proofs. 

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2. Let m e N, and let Hm be a trigono
metric polynomial of degree at most m. Since the first n moments of 
\Vn{dß)\-2d6 equal those of d/x (cf. [1; Theorem 5.2.2, p. 198]), we 
have 

/ [\^n(dti,e'o)\2
ß'(0)-l}H„l(6)de 

Jo 

= - / ' * \<Pn(dii,ei0)\2Hm(O)dii8(O) 
Jo 

r2n 

+ / " [ b n ( ^ , e î 0 ) | 2 b n + / ( ^ , 6 ? 0 ) | - 2 - l ] / / T / , ( ^ ) ^ 

Jo 

for all / > m. Therefore we obtain 

\Jn[^n(d^eie)\2
ß'(e)-i}Hm(e)de\ 

< | r \^n{d^eld)\2Hm{6)dßs{e)\ 
1 Jo ' 

2TT 

0 

+ H^HocSup / \\<pn(dß,ew)\2\<pn+l{dLi,ew)\-2 - l|d», 
leN Jo 

r2n 
J0\\2\ „ / i A0\\-2 

and since the set of all trigonometrical polynomials is dense in C ^ , we 
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also have 

(2.1) < 

[7r[\^n(d^ew)\2
ß

f(e)-i]f(e)de\ 
Jo « 

r \ipn(d^B)\2f[ß)diis(9)\ 
Jo ' 

+ II/II00SUP [ n \\^n(d^ew)\2\<pn^(d^e^)\-2 -l\d0 
leN Jo 

for every / G C27r. According to [9; Lemma 1, p. 65], given the 
singular component d/is of the measure dfi, there exists a sequence 
of 27T-periodic continuous functions {hk} such that 0 < hk{6) < 1 
(k e N, 0 e [0,27r]),lim/ifc(#) = l(k —• 00) almost everywhere in 
[0,2?r), and 

lim / \ipn{dfi,e
w)\2hk(0)dfis{0) = O. 

—+°°Jo 

Applying (2.1) with (fhk) instead of / , and letting k —> 00, we obtain 

(2.2) 
/*[|Vn(d/x,e*fl)|V(ö)-l]/(ö)d» 
Jo 

Ì6N Jo 
\d0, 

initially for all 27r-periodic continuous functions / , but then, by ap
proximation arguments, (2.2) can be extended to every / G L°°[0,27r] 
as well. Theorem 1.2 clearly follows from inequality (2.2) applied with 
the special choice of / = sign[|(/?n(d/z)|2// - 1]. D 

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3. Let l e N and ne N. Then 

/ * \Vn(d»,eW)\2\Vn+l(d^eie)\-2d0 = 27T 
Jo 
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(cf. [1; Theorem 5.2.2, p. 198]), and consequently, by Schwarz's 
inequality, we obtain 

r 27T 

\^n{d^elG)\2\^n+l{d^eie)\-2 -l\dO 

r27r >» 1 / 2 

/2 

{ j^[\^n{dß,e
i0)\Wn+l{dß,e

i9)\-1 - \}2do) 

= 2J47T2 - [J * \Mdß,e*e)\\yn+l{dß,e*9)\-*dO^)1'2. 

The next step consists of estimating the expression in the brackets on 
the right-hand side of (2.3) from below. We accomplish this by applying 
Holder's inequality as outlined in [9; Formula (11), p. 67]. We have 

Jo 

= / ' r[|Vn(rfM,e ie)||¥>n+/(rf/x,e i , ')r1]1/2 

Jo 

x , |Vn+i(rfM,e i (>)|V(0)]1/4 x [\vn{dß,e
ie)\2

ß'{9)Y>l2d9, 

and thus Holder's inequality with indices (1/2, 1/4, 1/4) yields 

/2*[|?»(^")lV(0)]1/3«0 
Jo 

< { / 'r|^n(^,eie)||^„+/(rfM,ete)|-1M * 
(2.4) lJo , 

' C2T . 1/4 

x{|2"[b„(d/i,cw)|VW]1/3«w}1/4. 

Since the polynomials are orthonormal, the second integral on the 
nghthand side of (2.4) is at most 27r. Therefore, assuming that / / 
does not vanish almost everywhere in [0,27r), we obtain 

r f^n l 3 

(2-K)-1[J [|¥.n(d/i,e
w)|VW]1/3d»] 

(2.5) 

< [j" IvUd^e^Wipn+tid^e^de}2. 
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If / / = 0 almost everywhere in [0,27r), then (2.5) is obviously satisfied 
as well. Applying inequality (2.5) to estimate the expression in the 
brackets on the right-hand side of (2.3) we get 

/ \\vn{d^0)\2wn+l{dn,eie)\-2-i\de 
( 2 - 6 ) 2n 

< 4TT{I - [(27t)-1 J Vn(dM,eie)lV(0)]1/3^f}1/2, 

and factoring the expression 1 — [ • ]3 in the braces on the right-hand 
side of (2.6) yields 

/ * \\^n(d^ew)\2\^n^(d^eie)\-2 - \\d0 
Jo 

1-(2TT)-1 / [IvUd/i.OlVW]173«**} 

x { l + [(27T)-1 J [\<pn(dnye)\2ß'(O))1/3d0] 

+ [(2n)-1 fj[Wn{dß,e
i6)\2n'{0)]l>*dO^}ll\ 

Since the (pn(dfi) are orthonormal, Holder's inequality shows that the 
expression in the last two brackets in the right-hand side of (2.7) is at 
most 1. Thus 

< 
(2.8) 

/ n \\^n(dß,e
i0)\2\<pn+l(dß,e

ie)\-2 - l\dß 
Jo 

4*31/2{l - {2n)'1 j \\Vn(dp,e»)\2ß'[ß)]ll3dß}1'2 

= ^<2{(2*)^ fj [l - l\vn(dn,e«>)\2»'(e)}V3]d0}1/2 

< 47r31/2{(27r)-1 j T |1 - [ | V n ( ^ e i ' ) | V ( 8 ) ] 1 / 3 | ( W } 1 / 2 . 

Finally, since |1 - [ |^„(d/x)|V]1 /3 | < |1 - [lv>«(^)lV]|, formula (1.9) 
follows immediately from inequality (2.8). Q 
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PROOF OF COROLLARY 1.5. We have 

m e a s { 0 : 0 e [O,2TT),,Ì'(0) - 0} - / ^ {e) [l-\<pn(dß,ew)\2ß'(0)}d6, 
J=00 6[0,2TT) 

and therefore (1.11) follows from (1.8). G 

PROOF OF COROLLARY 1.6. In view of the identity 

/ \^n(dß,el9)\2dßs(0)= [l-|^„(rfM,ete)|V(Ö)]dÖ, 
Jo Jo 

inequality (1.13) is an immediate consequence of (1.8). 
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